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Prison reform
goals proposed
by Greg Thomas
editorial editor

pho,o/

Detour

The section of East Wooster Street from South College Drive to State Street will be closed for three weeks while workers
from the Imperialist Construction Company replace the existing water line in order to increase water pressure.

'

Low prices a value at new BG stores
by Teresa Perrettl
news editor

Students returning to Bowling
Green in the fall will find two
new discount stores offering
items which are considerably
lower than other department
stores.
"Everything we sell comes
from close-outs, liquidations,
and over stocks," Mark Sanner,
assistant manager of Big &
Small Lots discount store, 818
South Main St., said.
Recently opened in April, Big
& Small Lots offers a variety of
items, including small appli-

ances, food items and hardware
at 20 percent lower than similiar
products at other stores, Sanner
said.
"We sell a little bit of everything. Nothing ever stays the
same. Once it^ gone it's gone,"
Sanner said, who plans to expand business to the Toledo area
sometme next month.
Store hours are Monday
through Saturday 9 to 9 and
Sunday 11 to 6.
May 31 marked the opening of
Woman's Apparel Warehouse
Inc., 816 South Main St., now
open Monday through Saturday

10 to 9 and Sunday 11 to 6. Selling
women's clothing at up to 80
percent lower than major deEailment stores, Apparel Wareouse will be opening
stores
across the Midwest.
"Marketing research conducted in Bowling Green and
Toledo indicated a need for a
discount clothing store in this
area," LuAnn Slawinski, district
manager of Bowling Green and
Toledo Woman's Apparel Warehouse Inc. Stores, said. "From
the positive response we received from the locals, it seems
it was right."

Woman's Apparel sells items
directly from New York where
they do most of their buying.
The store does not sell irregulars. Slawinski said.
"We put together value and
price with first-hand merchandise," Slawinski said.
After its summer clearance
Woman's Apparel will have a
back-to-school sale for students
moving on campus in August.
"We want to reach them and
hit the students when they get
back," Slawinski said.

Censorship invades education
by Mary Hltt
editor

"Of Mice and Men," "The
Grapes of Wrath", and "Catcher
in the Rye" are popular books
that are often required reading
in English classes.
But a recent survey shows
that these books, along with
dozens of others, are being censored in Ohio and across the
country.
The study done by The People
for the American Way showed
that in the last three years there
were more than 100 documented
accounts of censorship in Ohio.

The organization surveyed 615
city and county school superintendents throughout Ohio. 237
surveys were returned with 58
school districts reporting
censorship attempts within the
past three years.
Some censored works include
pictures of nude models in an art
drawing book, a textbook describing different arguments
about why the war in Vietnam
occurred, an excerpt about nursing a baby and the film,"Ordinary People."
People for the American Way,
founded in 1980, is a non-profit
educational organization that

works to protect individual
rights and freedoms. Its founders include writer-producer Norman Lear and former
Congresswoman Barbara Jordan of Texas.
The group was founded to
offer an alternative to such
highly organized groups as the
Moral Majority and Pro-Family
Forum.
People for the American Way,
based in Washington D.C., has
more than 100,000 members
across the country and five regional offices that use the mass
media, citizen action and publiceducation to counter
censorship actions.

Joyce Garver Keller, the Ohio
irector of people for the American Way, said, "What all these
books have in common is that
they offer students a chance to
learn about new ideas and different viewpoints, and that they
encourage students to think for
themselves. Apparently, that is
just was the censors do not
want."
Keller said that the organization's major goal is educating
the public that this kind of
censorship is indeed taking
place and is instigated by individuals and small groups which
do not represent a majority of
the community.

University programs to get money
The school of speech communication will be the beneficiary
of approximately $250,000. Eleanor Jean Kelly-Behrmann of
Bowling Green has indicated she
intends to leave her estate to
Bowling Green State University.
Her will stipulates that a portion of her estate be used to
establish scholarships for junior
and senior pre-law students with
outstanding academic accomplishments. To be known as the
"•Attorney J.E. Kelly Pre-Law
Scholarships," the awards
honor Behrmann's father, J.E.
Kelly , who practiced, law in
Bowling Green in the early
1900s.
The remainder of Behrmann's
estate will go to the School of
Speech Communications' program in communications disorders to develop a lecture series
featuring nationally - known

speakers. "The Kelly-Behrmann Memorial Lecture Series"
will be an ongoing series financed by the interest from the
principal amount of money in
the endowed fund.
According to James Hodge,
director of development at
Bowling Green, a bequest
through a will is the most common type of planned gift
"People have differing rea-sons for making a bequest to the
University, but primarily bequests come from those who feel
that Bowling Green contributed
significantly to their lives,"
Hodge said. "They simply have
a good feeling about the school
and want to be permanently
associated with it.'
Behrmann decided to leave
her estate to Bowling Green
because of the friendship she
has developed with Dr. Melvin
I

Hyman, professor of speech
communication at the University.
Hyman, who has been on the
Bowling Green faculty for 32
years, was a former tenant of
Behrmann's and often spoke to
her about his research and work
in helping people with speech
problems.
"I greatly admire his selfless
efforts on behalf of those who
cannot articulate easily and
freely," Behrmann said. "I am
happy that I can, in a small way,
be a part of the School of Speech
Communication's efforts to help
others."
Behrmann has had a lifelong
interest in Bowling Greeen State
University, literally watching
the school grow from the front of
her family's home on 802 E.
Wooster St. Ironically, the major
beneficiary of her estate is the

School of Speech Communication located in South Hall directly across the street from her
home. Behrmann is a 1931 graduate of the University.

Although hailed as the most
conservative court in the past
three decades, Chief Justice of
the United States Warren Burger last week shocked both conservatives and liberals alike in
his compassioned stance for
prison reform.
Appearing on ABC's Nightline, Burger, the first chief justice to appear on live national
television, offerred his views on
needed reforms in this nation's
penal policies.
Dr. William Reichert, chair of
the University's political science department, has studied
the penal system in Ohio, and
has published an extensive article on the subject in "Outlook on
Ohio."
Reichert's views were mirrored last week when the chief
justice spoke out on this issue.
Reichert's major premise is
that the penal institutions in
Ohio and across the country
are not eradicating the problem
of reoccurring criminal activity,
but rather cultivating an atmosphere for convicts to repeat
their crimes.
The conservative Burger espoused the same views last
week.
"Our prisons are conditioning
schools of crime," Reichert
said, adding, "Burger is philosophically correct as to the root
of the problem.
Both Burger and Reichert
point to the need to offer convicts a means of eliminating the
necessity for criminal behavior
from their lives. This can be
accomplished in the prisons only
through education, training, and
work programs.
Reichert said the prevailing
attitude of the public on penal
Slides can best be summed by
! old adage: "Lock them up
and throw away the key." Another common public view is
that prisons shouldn't be "country clubs." and that if prisons
are rough, then prisoners are
receiving the just punisment
they deserve.
In answering these views,
Burger said, The prisoners
need decent, clean humane con-

ditions. No double celling." Burger added that the ideal prison
would "... have no cells, or
computer controlled doors
clanking open and clanking
shut."
Burger recommends facilities
built along the lines of military
barracks, or set-ups "not unlike
in the private sector."
The chief justice went on to
say that the way to stop the high
rate of inmates returning to
prison after release is to " train
them, put them to work," and to
educate the functional illiterates.
Burger cites these measures
are necessary because many of
the prisoners entering the penal
system are simply "unemployable,"
Reichert shares these views,
and in his research has determined that Ohio is continuing
down the same path as the nation has for 200 years in planning
a penal system.
Ohio's penal system is feeling
the affects of the growing debate
on how to run the state's prison
system. The Columbus Correctional Facility's (formerly the
Ohio Penitentiary) conditions
were declared unconstitutional
treatment of inmates in a suit
fled by the ACLU in federal
court. Although construcion of
new prison facilities are under
way, they appear to mirror the
penal philosophy inherent in a
maximum security, fortresslike structure like Ohio's illegal
facility in Columbus.
Reichert applauded Burger's
outspokenness on the issue, stating that educating the public is a
prime step in the right direction.
Reichert added that be hopes
the penal policy in this country
is taken care of before first-time
criminals, hardened in prison,
come out and "Make me or
someone I love a victim."
A strong argument offered for
a rehabilitative, educational
prison experience as opposed to
the present system was offered
by a prisoner appearing with the
chief justice on the ABC broadcast: "You're going to have to
deal with us again, sooner or
later."

Bike registration
helps aid safety
by Ann Thoreson
copy editor

Bicycle traffic violations
among students plummeted
from the 1983 summer session,
although there is a continual
firoblem with a "lack of regard
Dr stop signs, red lights and
one-way signs," Sgt. Charlotte
Stames, coordinator of crime
Ere vention and community relaons, said last week.
Bicycle thefts rose from 107
during the twelve-month period
beginning July 1982-83 to 125
from June 1, 1983 through June
1, 1964, according to a major
crimes comparison report issued by Carol Pratt, records
department of the public safety
police division.
"We've never encountered
that many bikes on campus,"
Starnes said, referring to the 15
percent bicycle-theft increase.
Starnes cited the exceptionally
hot weather and the 1983-84 academic year beginning one month
earner than the previous year as
additional factors.
In accordance with the city
ordinance requiring bicycle
owners to register their biycles
with the city of Bowling Green

and to reduce bicycle theft increases on campus, incoming
freshman will be required to
register their bicycles with the
Division of Traffic and Parking,
July 9 through 16, Starns said.
Students may also register their
bicycles at the University's
Parking and Traffic Division,
located at the Commons building, for a fee of $1.00
"When a bike is stolen and not
registered, we don't have a serial number to identify it,"
Starns said.
Due to the number of pedestrians injured in the past by bicyclists, the vehicular traffic laws
defined in the Ohio Motor Vehicle Laws Manual will be enforced, according to a news
release issued by the University
Police Division.
Violators will be cited into
court.
"In Ohio a bicycle is defined
as a vehicle," Starnes said. Students should be aware that any
bicycle locked to any handicap
ramp, sign post, meter or tree
constitutes a violation, she
added.

the bottom line
Art show
to open
July 8

The third annual Wood County
Art Show and Sale will be held
Sunday , July 8, on the lawn of
the Wood County Courthouse.
Sponsored by the Wood County
Parks and Recreation Commission, the event will be held from
noon until 4 p.m.
Wood County artists are invited to participate in the show
and sale. Drawings, paintings,
mixed media, prints, handmade
paper twrxumensional fiber
art, photography, and spinning

and weaving are expected in the
show. Artists selling their works
receive all proceeds and there is
no entry fee.
Members of the Bowling
Green Women's Club will have
refreshments available for purchase. Interested artists may
obtain additional information
from Mrs. Gleason at 3524266.
Their is no admission charge
and the show is open to the
public.In case of rain the event
will be moved to July 15.
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editorial

Is there anybody out there?

Prison: Society must
take responsibility
The present condition of prisons throughout this
country is appalling. The present system represents a Calvinistic ethic focusing on this adage:
You pay for you sins.
So society seeks retribution from those it deems
criminal by throwing them in dens of steel and
concrete where the criminal mentality is incubated, only to be turned back on society far worse
then when they entered the penal system.
"Lock 'em up and throw away the key," doesn't
work; the doors to our prisons are not just one way.
Those inmates will be released sooner or later. If
they are not prepared for life in the real world, it
will only be a matter of time before they return to
the one life society has taught them: The life of a
caged, desparate animal.
Those that protest the "country club" atmosphere of some prisons should judge such conditions by the return rate of released convicts.
People do not choose crime as a way of life; the
lifestyle finds them. Providing prisoners with the
experience necessary to make it in the real world
will eradicate the experiences an unjust society has
imposed on them before entering prison.
Prisons must become the place where society
(not prisoners)pays for its sins; the first installment is trying to undo the impressions left by a
social Darwinian view that only the bad commit
crime. Some crime is committed just to survive.

Democrats still waiting
for their fat lady to sing
by Art Buchwold

A summit meeting was held
last weekend at a Holiday Inn in
the outskirts of Washington between leaders of the Mondale,
Hart and Jackson forces to discuss Democratic Party unity.
The conference was called at the
behest of Mondale's campaign
managers.
The Hart and Jackson people
were stone faced.
Mondale's man was the only
person smiling. "Now that the
battle is over and our man has
won, we feel it is time to heal the
wounds of the primary race and
work for a victory in November."
Hart's man objected. "The
opera isn't over until the tat lady
"We thought you'd say that,"
Mondale's man retorted. He
pushed a buzzer and a fat lady
entered the room and started to
sing "Happy Days Are Here
Again."
The Hart man stood up and
said, "That's one more dirty
tiick. How do you expect us to
agree on unity when you pull a
stunt like that?"
"We were only kidding
around, to ease the tension," the
Mondale man said. "Let's be
serious. Mondale has the delegates and he's going to be the
candidate. But we need to work
together if we're going to beat
Reagan in November.
The Jackson man said, "Mondale stole our delegates. We're
not going to agree to unity until
we get them back."
Mondale's man sad, "We
played by the rules. You don't
change them when the game is
overHart's man said, "Gary
doesn't consider the game over.
He wants to go into overtime."
"How can he go into overtime
when the score is 2,000 to 1,200?"
"It doesn't matter what the
score is. Hart won California.
That proves the voters have
rejected Mondale."
Jackson's man sad, "Jesse got
cheated out of delegates in California and New Jersey."

Hart's representative said,
"Gary doesn't want to be a
spoiler. He is willing to meet
Mondale halfway."
"What does that mean?"
"He will give up at the convention and say numerically Mondale has the delegates, but
politically it would be a disaster
to nominate him."
"What kind of unity message
is that?" Mondale's man
shouted.
"It's the best Hart can do after
the things Mondale said about
him."
Jackson's man sad, "I can't
Sarantee Jesse will even come
i the convention if the Democrats don't change the rules."
Mondale's man took a sheet of
paper out of his brief case. "The
candidate has given me permission to offer Hart the vice presidency on his ticket."
"Big deal," Hart's man sad.
"How can Gary be vice president when he can't stand being
in the same room with Mondale?"
"A vice president never has to
be in the same room with the
president," Mondale's man
said. "That's what makes the
American presidency work.
Mondale can always communicate with Hart through Lane
Kirkland."
Jackson's man sad, "Jesse
wants to be secretary of state."
Mondale's man said, "We
can't offer Jesse a cabinet position if we don't win the election.
But in the spirit of unity Fritz
would like Jesse to nominate
him at the convention."
"Jesse thought you'd come up
with a stupid idea like that. He
said if you did he would use the
time to tell the country how he
got cheated out of his delegates."
"That's fine with us," Mondale's man said. "Then it's
agreed. We will announce to the
press that the party has been
unified."
The fat lady started singing
"San Francisco, open those
golden gates," and Hart's man
said, "Oh, shut up."
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Just nod if you can hear me
by Greg Thomas
editor ol edttof

The song "Comfortably
Numb" may epitomize the
realm of political thought circulating at the University. Roger
Waters asks the question, "Is
there anybody in there?" and
answers in a surrealistic manner, "Your lips move but I cannot hear what you say..."
Granted, that may be stretching the point a bit, but The BG
News has focused on several
important issues concerning the
University, with no response
from the community.
Maybe that means we are
right all the time.
Apparently, here are just a

few of the issues we have been
100 percent right on:
•The trend of tuition hikes at
the University are becoming
prohibitive for an expanding
segment of Ohio citizens.
•Or that, as espoused by a
guest columnist, education departments are only attracting
''low achievers."
•And, my favorite, that the
United States is supporting the
bad guys against the real good
guys who are being supported by
the real bad guys while the poor
slobs get walked on (Central
America).
•But the real clincher may
have been our stance that American's are a bunch of stuck-up,
ethnocentric nerds drowning In

their own prejudices.
Listen, words come cheap but words in The BG News cost
$428.20 per page. The point is,
this paper is a forum for the
University community, not just
a freebie for the editorial staff to
wash their sheets and hang them
out to dry.
If you agree with our editorial
policies, tell us.
If you think we crawled out
from under some Marxist rock
to expouse left-wing rhetoric,
tell us.
If you think we happen to be on
the ball, hitting issues where
they deserve to Be hit, tell us.
A university should be a place
where ideas are exchanged

freely. The forum off erred by
the The BG News presents an
opportunity for opposing viewpoints to be aired. The philosophy of opinions expressed on this
page is simple: There is no such
thing as a right idea, or a wrong
idea. A free forum for all ideas
creates truth; when all sides are
presented, the truth rises to the
top - just like cream.
Letters to the Editor may be
mailed to: Editor, BG News, 106
University Hall, BGSU, Bowling
Green, Ohio, 43402.
Guest
columnists should
contact the editorial editor by
phone, 372-2801, or by stopping in
the offices of the BG News.

BG makes corny memories
by Teresa Perretll
news editor

There is a section in Reader's
Digest called, "Life in these
United States" where humorous
tales are told about everyday
occurences. I'd like to change
the title a bit and localize it to fit
some of the strange happenings
which occur at Bowling Green.
Life in the cornfields of Bowling Green is often laid back and
easy with students scattered
from the halls of University Hall
to the shores of Harshman Quad.
The weather is soooo predictable - In the fall the leaves drop
and the pigeons begin to warm
themselves on the roof of U-Hall
and Moseley. In the winter life

ceases to exist as hugh-clothed
forms pass along the snow-covered walks and temps hit below
zero (I'm talking way below
zero). Classes are never
cancelled so students tend to be
sticklers for attending all 18
hours of their schedule. When
spring finally arrives everyone
heads for Florida or Mac Beach
- even if it is 40 degrees Farenbeit.
In Spring, life really begins to
stir on the once sleepy campus.
"Hey, who was that? I nave
never seen him/her before?"
"Wow, I think I am in Love."
Ah! Love, it blossoms all over
from the dorm lounges to Uptown, to the biology lab to the
rec center to the Meachers of

Doyt L. Perry Field.
People are the essence of what
is the cornfields of Bowling
Green. You meet them in the
lines at the bookstores, in the
lines at the cafeteria, in the lines
at employment, in the lines at
the ticket office (gotta love those
BG Falcons!) and in the lines at
the Bursars office.
Some of these people become
your best friends and others just
friendly faces whom you say hi
to when your blown across
campus on a windy day.
Wherever you go, whatever
you do. know that only in the
cornfields of Bowling Green do
the people camp out together to
get jobs on campus or in the real
world. Only in the cornfields of

Bowling Green do students pool
together to make sure graduation is held in the football stadium instead of Anderson arena.
Only in cornfields of Bowling
Green does graduation come
sooner than you want it too (Did
I actually say that?). Only in the
cornfields ot Bowling Green do
the memories become the most
important part of your college
career and only in the cornfields
of Bowling Green can someone
like me write a commentary like
this.
Teresa Perretti a senior magazine journalism major from
Toledo, Ohio, is the news editor
for the BG News.

He's ready for anything after this
by Larry Harris
stall reporter

I hesitated before turning the
page of my marketing notes last
week to consider what my position might be a year from now.
As my mind drifted away
from abstract concepts of buyer
behavior and consumer purchasing power, I realized that
graduation is no longer as out-ofreach as Jacksons concert tickets.
For at this time next year, I
will (knock on wood, hope to
God, pay the Bursar) be a fullfledged graduate of Bowling
Green Estado Universidaa
(that's Spanish for BGSU, I
think).
It has been suggested that
college is just another step in the
preparation for real life. Before
I go on, allow me to clarify
exactly what real life is. Real
life is a paycheck with three
digits proceeding the decimal

as Henry David Thoreau (see
Children's Literature, page not
available).
But more importantly, I have
learned through college-related
experiences to deal with a multitude of situations that I will
encounter no matter where my
career takes me.
For example, the zillions of
hours in lecture classes have
prepared me for endless board
meetings. I have learned that
doodling "I Love Lucy" on my
notebook projects an image of
attentiveness and interest and

that complaining about my contacts (even though I have 20-40
vision) provides a great excuse
for drowsy eyes.
Through countless hours in the
union, I nave learned to accept

just about anything that may
walk by, be it male, female, or
amphibious. I can now walk into
any burn unit, transvestite convention or fraternity house without so much as a flinch.
Actually, I am still having problems accepting the fraternity
house.

I have learned to work under
pressure in the worst conditions
on the most ridiculous assignments for the most overbearing
professors. This is to prepare
me for upper-level management, also known as sons and
daughters of the president of the
corporation.
But what if I don't find a job?
Well, the University has prepared me for that, too. Thanks to
the Bursar, drop/add, student
employment ana Prout cafeteria, I am ready for the long lines
of unemployment.

So exactly what have I learned
in college? How have I been
prepared? Is there life beyond
the BG News?
Granted, the 123 hours of academics at an average cost of $50
per hour have been important. I
now know that ice cubes in alcohol advertisements really don't
suggest pornographic messages
(see Marketing notes, page 22)
and that Dr. Seuss is just as
valuable to American literature

U.S. tough talk to no avail

Reagan rhetoric fuels fear
by Qory Willis

One of the hardest things to
believe about Ronald Reagan is
what he believes in. Either way,
the prospect is bleak. If we
doubt that he really believes in
what he is saying, then he is a
cynical manipulator of his obviously great appeal. Few want
to believe that of him, and few
do. (I don't)
But what leaves us with the
more appalling possiblility, that
he really believes it when be
says things like this, from his
last press conference: "For the
first time in a couple of decades,
we are,rpreserving our security
ability. Reagan, that is, believes we were "unilaterally disarming," as he put it in the next
sentence, not only under President Carter but under presidents
Ford, Nixon, Johnson ad Kennedy. Nor was this a mere slip, a
matter of inadvertence. At the
end of his sentence, he returned
to the claim: "For the first time
in, as I say, decadeSjthey see us

fenses."
"In decades." Well, hold him
to no more than the "couple of
decades" he first mentioned. A
couple of decades back from
1964 takes us to the Johnson
Presidency. But Reagan is
hardly counting his own three
years in office as part of the
disarmament. So a couple of
decades back from his own inauguration takes us to the beginning of John Kennedy's
administration, and the massive
arms buildup that compensated
for the non-existent "missile
Over that time we have furiously added ICBMs to our old
store, developed Trident submarines and cruise mi—iai—, and
set in motion the MX program
that Reagan inherited rather
than invented. And our landbased missiles are not really
vulnerable, since our air and
underwater launchers would be
Intact after an assault on them.
How can Reagan so blithely
label 20 years of the arms race

(eight of them under Republicans) a time of unilateral disarmament? Well, ignorance helps.
The president clearly knows
very little about the arms race,
as he revealed when he let a
member of Congress know be
was unaware that most Russian
missiles are land-based.

swers: The Russians were holding back to see if they could
discourage Europeans from accepting our new missiles, and
the Russians are misled by those
Americans who dare to oppose
the MX. On the latter point be
said, "This cant help but be
encouraging to them.

But ideology cancels fact, for
Reagan, always. He sees the
Russians not Knuckling under
during that period, so we must
not have been strong enough.
The results are the index of our
arsenal. Stored missiles translate immediately into accommodating Russians.

So we must not only arm but
silence our dissenters in order
to impress the Russians. Yet it
was no "window of vulnerability," upon which the necessity
for a MA missile had been based
all along.

If that were the case, the Russians should have been their
moat accommodating when we
had a nuclear monopoly - yet
that is when they added most of
the pieces to their empire. Besides, as a questioner pointed
out to Reagan in his last press
conference, the Russians are
still not accommodating, so
Reagan must not be arming
enough. To this he had two an-

As for the Europeans, Reagan
again equated dissent with Russian desires, though Helmut
Schmidt has Just written that the
pacifist movement In West Germany was given much of its
appeal from Reagan's own bellicose rhetoric. Talk enough, and
everybody else Is forced to act
Gary Willis Is a syndicated columnist with the Unirerstty
Prma Syndicate.
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Wilderness brings surprises aplenty
byMaryHItt
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Moving In
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John Straton/from Aurora, Ohio, was one of 516 freshman moving
in lasl Sunday for the eight-week summer session which began
Monday.

VITA
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance trains
you to help others fill out Federal tax
returns. You or your organization can set
up a VITA program right in your own community. Interested? Contact your IRS office
for details.

July 13,
14, 16
& 17

As a rule, I am not a camping
person. Give me a Holiday Inn
anyday. I need a comfortable
bed. not showers and.. .my
curling iron. Or make that my
curling irons, plural.
But this weekend my roommate and I decided to "get away
from it all" and go camping.
When I told my mother I was
going camping she said, "You
don't lute camping. Are you
crazy?"
I simply decided to' 'think of it
as an adventure" and hit the
trails. My roommate and I began packing the car with the
essentials: shampoo, blowdryer, curling irons, makeup,
gin, tonic water and two tons of
bugspray.
We headed out on a beautiful
Friday afternoon and didn't
have too many problems getting
there. Well, if you don't count
seeing a State Highway Patrolman go off the road into a field
full of cows.
Our destination was the Mohican State Forest in Loudonville,

Ohio. We found it to be an ideal
place for us to relax for the
weekend. We camped by the
Mohican River, away from the
rug rats who seemed to inhabit
the rest of the park along with
their parents.
A florescent orange tent was
to be our home for the weekend.
Of course, we had matching
sheets and pillows to go with the
decor of our tent. We joked that
we were going to hang curtains
and put pictures on the walls.
AS WE WERE making camp,
we met the neighbor. It was a
brown, fuzzy neighbor with
beady eyes and a long tail. We
named the groundhog (or was it
a woodchuck?) Bud. I was not
looking forward to meeting anymore neighbors of this sort,especially those that tend to be black
with a white stripe down their
backs.
After getting the tent set up,
we sprayed for insects. I absolutely detest bugs of any size,
shape and color- particularly
those that are the size of a Buick
and look as though they could

kill you with one bite. We were
prepared to do battle with anything that flew or crawled our
way.
Then it was a night of drinking, wading in the river and just
plain ol' relaxing. We went to
sleep listening to Bud rustle
around in the bushes at our
head. Then the rain came. It
BDured. There was thunder and
ghtening along with the rain
and I am terrified of storms. But
I survived.
We woke the next morning
and tried to decide what to do. It
looked like more rain, so we
decided to explore the town of
Loudonville. We shopped and
had lunch at Ratter's Family
Restaurant, "the house of pies/'
The electricitykept going off and
entertaining the downhome
crowd at the restaurant who
"oohed and aahed" everytime
the lights went out.
By late afternoon, it had
cleared up so we headed for the
park's pool. Swimming there
was truly a feat, due to splashing children and overweight
adults trying to swim laps. But it
was enjoyable.

Ohio retains $131 million in funds
by Sanotof Paul Oillmor

The director of Ohio's Office of
Budget and Management announced this week that the state
will end fiscal year 1964 with a
fund balance of $131 million,
about $60 million more than
OBM projected last year.
In announcing the surplus, the
director noted that Ohio's economic recovery, while still lagging behind many states, is
stronger than anticipated.
The $131 million figure was

T and A:

reached by taking the cash balance in the state treasury, less
funds that have been encumbered for payment of bills at
future dates. The actual cash
balance on June 30 will be between $400 and $500 million,
according to OBM.
The actual surplus is probably
substantially greater than what
the OBM admits. At the end of
the last fiscal year, based on
revenues and expenditures since
the end of that fiscal year, it
turns out that the actual surplus

Woo Hoo!

Oop Ack!

was almost twice what OBM
admitted. It appears that this
will be the case again this year,
as OBM has artificially reduced
the true surplus through the use
of various encumbrances and
other artificial accounting devices.
Among the encumbrances deducted from the cash balance
are $85 million in excess lottery
profits, $88 million for a capital
improvements reserve ana $20
million for the "Texas Shares"
liability. The Texas Shares liability resulted from a court deci-

BG's LARGEST L 1
AND MOST A
COMPLETE fP
IMPORT
FACILITY

Box office open July 2 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Call 372-0171 for ticket info.
$1 with BGSU valid I.D.

■ Carousel
Beauty Shop £

N 129S3 KRAMER RD.

— B.G. -

Other revenue accounts which
will be substantially over estimates include the sales tax. $46
million over estimates, and the
Eersonal income tax, $133 milon over estimates.

Special Offer,

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CUREll

X

sion which held that the state
had overcharged financial institutions on net worth taxes, and
required the state to refund the
amount overcharged. The liability totalled $70 million. $50 million of which already has been
transferred to a special refund
account.

From: Bud's Tentmates-the Tubing Goddesses!

fiddler onthe 1&of

O rfG

That evening we bypassed
Loudonville and headed to Ashland, Ohio to attend the movies.
We were told that the Loudonville theater had closed and it
seemed that the town rolled up
the sidewalks at night. We followed "Ghostbusters" with starfazing. It was a beautiful sight.
Very star seemed to be so
spectacular, except that one
funny-looking one which we
swore was a UFO or a Soviet
satellite.
It was a gorgeous sunny
morning on Sunday and we decided to go tubing on the Mohi-.
can River. We rented our
innertubes, roped them together
along with a cooler and our
lunch, and hit the river.This was
quite the adventure. We flowed
along with the current, trying to
avoid lowhanging tree branches
andmaniac canoeists. This was
one of the best aspects of the
trip.
To answer my mother's question, I found that I really do
enjoy camping and I'm not
crazy. Well... maybe a little
crazy. I'm ready tor the next
trip, same time, next year.

$5
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™
FREE.

At home? At a friend's?
In a hurry, or just hungry?
Domino's Pizza delivers
a hot, delicious pizza in
30 minutes or less.
CeJus.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00
Limited delivery area.
e
1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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tfmi • PORTAGE QUARRY
and Old (Milwaukee BEER
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j FOR TWO
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JULY 7th FIREWORKS
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FAST, FREE
DELIVERY
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BLOW OUT!
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E. WOOSTER

"It Doesn't Get Any Better Than Thii

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

at Portage Quarry - 1 mile south
of B.G. on State Route 25
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FOR FOUR

Gates Open at 10:00 a.m. • Muaic Starts at 12:00 noon
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PIZZAS PLUS 2 COLAS
FOR ONLY $7.99
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Wet Shavers, Cinema, Georgia Peach,
Excallbur, and The Movers!
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FAST, FREE
DELIVERY
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Dieting helps pinch inches off body
content. For instance, a four
ounce serving of cod fish contains just 70 calories.
For vegetables, a 3/4 cup oi
either broccoli, brussel sprouts
or green beans contain less than
55 calories each. Also, eat a lot
of applesauce because a 1/2 cup
has only 42 calories. It is suggested, too, that you have a half
grapefruit before each meal because it starts the fat-burning
process.
Most cheeses are allowed as
long as they are made with skim
milk. An example would be cottage cheese. It has only 100
calories for a 1/2 cup.
Reasonable amounts of black
coffee or tea are the suggested
liquids. Also, drink plenty of
water.
If you eat the recommended
foods only when you are hungry,
then last year's bikini will fit you
in a week or two. While dieting
you should always take one vita-

by Janet Diefenthaler

reporter

Now that it is bikini season,
you may notice those extra
pounds that accumulated over
the winter months. Don't panic!
With about 1000 calories a day of
the proper foods, you can safely
remove those excess inches.
Stick to lean meats such as
beef, lamb or veal because their
calorie content is pretty low. A
slice of beef contains 190 calories, a four ounce serving of
lamb has 225 calories and four
ounces of veal has only 184 calories. Make sure that these
meats are boiled, baked or
smoked without any oils.
Chicken and turkey are recommended, too, because they
have only 125 and 153 calories,
respectively, for a four ounce
portion.
Lean fish is a good meals for
dieters because of its low calorie

i
I

Lunch: Total Calories: 245-400
1/2 grapefruit
4 oz. of meat or fish
1/2 cup of cottage cheese
1 cup of coffee or tea (black)
Dinner: Total Calories: 222397
1/2 grapefruit
4 oz. of meat or fish
1/2 cup of apple sauce
3/4 cup of green vegetables
1 cup of coffee or tea (black)
Snack: Total Calories: 40
1 glass of tomato juice
This diet is approved by 21st

COUPON

p\Benedetf0
1432 E. Wooster
• 352-4663*

FAST FREE DELIVERY

»

Open:
Mon.-Sat.
11 -close
Sun. Noon-close

I 50< Off Any Regular Sub
%

min pill a day to insure that your
body receives the proper nutrients.
Here are some meal suggestions:
Breakfast: Total Calories: 285
1/2 grapefruit
2 eggs (any style)
2 slices of bacon
1 cup of coffee or tea (black)

EXPIRES JULY 7, 1984
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One Urge One Item Pizza |

20% OFF PERMS & CUTS j
With Annette and Nicole
181(B) S. Main
352-4101 or
352-4143
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Expires July 10, 1984 with this coupon

$5

352-3551

HOWARD'S^ H vCOME IN & CHECK OUT

University Bookstore

(In The Student Services Building)
PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

New and Used
Textbooks
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS

•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

^

of ice of Utter Control
Lt. Gov.Myrl H. Sroerw>»*r. Dir«Ctor

WELCOME TO

•COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS &
T-SHIRTS
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•TOILETRIES
•GIFTS

Store Hours: 7:30 to 5:00 Mon-Thurs.
7:30 to 11:30 Fri.
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distributed to Ohio residents (at
roughly $12.50 per taxpayer),
Celeste defended his budgetary
legislative intiatives.
Celeste said those critical of
last year's income tax increase
are "dead wrong," stating that
these critics are the same ones
who couldn't balance a budget
four years ago.
Additional legislative issues
the governor addressed concerned a bill to regulate the
expansion of health care facilities, and another bill that would
prohibit utility companies from
passing on plant construction
costs to consumers.
Praising the participants in
BBS, Celeste told them: "Democracy is not a spectator
sport. Everyone of you is involved."
The governor expressed encouragement for those BBS candidates who did not win their
elections. He pointed out that his
first campaign - for president of
his senior high school class was lost. His first successful
campaign, he said, was for the
Ohio House of Representatives,
a campaign managed by the
same person who defeated Celeste in his class president bid.

■ Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.
203 N. Main
352-5166

[(PEUGEOT

Gov. Richard Celeste praised
the legislative forethought of the
American Legion's Buckeye
Boys State in passing a lottery
bill - one that the Ohio legislator
is expected to pass next week during a speech here Friday.
Celeste cited the BBS passage
of a lottery bill allocating 85
percent proceeds to education,
and 15 percent to highway construction is similar to the state's
lottery bill.
Celeste told the gathered Boy
Staters that Ohio's future is not
as bleak as painted to be.
"The future of Ohio is going to
be happening right here," Celeste told the gathered junior
legislators. "The Japenese have
invested $300 million in this
state. Maybe they know something we don't," Celeste said.
Celeste reminded the crowd
that Ohio is "water rich," emphasizing that Ohio doom-sayers
are forgetting the importance of
an abundance of fresh water to
industrial concerns.
Celeste's keynote address was
as much encouragement for the
Boy Staters, as it was a plug for
Ohio.
Citing the announcement of a
$50 million tax refund to be

3&e fjtfwuwujement

With samo number ot itoms

One coupon Per Pizza
No Delivery This Special,

QUICK. EXPERT REPAIRS
REASONABLE PRICES
NEW AID USED DIKES
LAMEST SELECTION IN
TOWN

10% OFF UL iCCCSSOMS
WITH THIS C00P0H

13" Pizza
Get a
Small 10"
FREE

With iami number o* Itoms

It is recommended that you
weigh yourself daily. The average weight loss is about a pound
a day. Thus, in about a week you
can put on your bathing suit and
head for the beach.
Special Instructions
1. Eat at each meal until you
are full.
2. Drink at least eight glasses
of water daily.
3. Grapefruit is important; it
starts the fat-burning process.
4. Only one cup of coffee or tea
per meal.
5. No eating between meals.
6. This diet eliminates all
sugar and starch so use butter
whenever possible (eggs, vegetables etc..).

WE'RE LOOKING
FOR TROUBLE

r"FREEPIZZA
Buy a large
Buy a medium
16" Pizza
Get a
Medium 13"
FREE

Century Health Spas and is designed for a person who is already in good health. If you want
a specific program to meet your
individual needs, then you
should consult your doctor.
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Chemistry student awarded
by Pom Ponchak
reporter
While most 19-year-olds have
Just completed their freshman
year in college, Tom Povsic is
finishing up his Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry at a
rapid pace and with great sucess.
Povsic, a senior at the University, recently won two awards
for a research presentation be
made at the American Chemical
Society's fifth annual National
Student Affiliates Research
Symposium held in St. Louis.

The twenty minute presentation, one of 33 accepted nationally for the competition, entitled
"The Use of Oxidized Biochemistry Enzymes in Amperometric Electrochemical Sensors"
won in the Analytical Chemistry
division.
The second award was for a
five minute impromtu speech
concerning the research competing with the winners of the
three other divisions.
The research, done in conjunction with Dr. Vakula Srinivasan,
a University chemistry profes-

sor, was an effort to develop a
method of analyzing biochemicals in the body which, according to Povsic, is a problem
because it is hard to determine
one chemical from another in
the body and because they are
present in very low levels.
Povsic, presently involved in
another research project, plans
to stay and further his education
at the University.
"I'll stick around for at least
this year, probably two, and if I
can, finish my masters during
that time," Povsic said.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
photo/Pam Panchak

Tom Povsic

Concert
Column
BLOSSOM MUSIC CENTER

June 29 - Greatful Dead (tickets are
Jll lawn, $13pavilion)
uly 3 - Moody Blues ($11 lawn, $14
SivUlon)
uly 11 - Linda Ronstadt ($10 lawn,
$20 pavilion)
July 12 - 31 Special ($10 lawn, $12
pavilion)
July II - Huey Lewis and The News
($10 lawn, $li pavilion)
July 18 - TempUtions/Four Top*
($10 lawn, $12 pavilion)
July 19 - Peter, Paul and Mary ($10
lawn, $12 pavilion)
July 30 - Pretenders ($11 lawn, $13
pavilion)
July 31 - Chicago ($11 lawn, $13
pavilion)

For a good, economical and pleasant
home - call 352-9135 or stop out at
400 Napolean Rd.
Office Hours: 9-5 M-F or Evenings by appointment
Excellent Fall rates

kinko's copies
HIGH-SPEED
PRODUCTION
MACHINES
to serve you!

PINE KNOB AMP.
June 28, 29, 30 - Moody Blues ($10
lawn, $15 pavilion)
July 1 - Greatful Dead (all seats $15)
July 4, S - Huey Lewis and The News
($10 lawn, $14_pavilion)
July 10 - .38 Special ($10 lawn, $14
pavilion)
July 11 - Aerosmith ($10 lawn, $15
pavilion)
July 21 - Mitch Rider ($10 lawn, $14
pavilion)
July 27 - The Romantics ($10 lawn,
$14 pavilion)
July 21,29 - The Cars ($10 lawn, $15
Savilion)
uly SO, August 1, 2 - Rod Stewart
($10 lawn, $14 pavilion)
JOE LEWIS ARENA
July 9 - Rush and Pat Travers (all
seats $11)
July 30, 31 ■ Bruce Sprinsteen and
The E Street Band (all seats $15)
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
June 27 - Scorpions and Bon Jovi
(all seats $11)

• One and two bedroom,
furnished and unfurnished
• We pay heat, water, trash
pick-up and cable
• Lovely Swimming Pools
• On site management
• Full time maintenance service

HOPE V0UR HAVING A SUPER SUMMER!
i

pre -^ \uly Safe

-OFFSET QUALITY COPIESWith our Xerox 8200
Duplicating System - if we
can't produce your copies on timeNO ONE CAN!

on mm
PANTS

SKIRTS

AM Spring Summer Styles
1/4 to 1/2 off

All Spring Summer Styles
1/4 to 1/2 off

325 E. Wooster (Across from Taco Bell)

SUMMER BLOUSES

BATHING SUITS

354-3977

All Short Sleeve Styles
1/4 to 1/2 off

All One-Two Piece Styles
114 to 1/2 off

OPEN
7 Days

OPEN

£*)
O

7 Days

M wiercard
VISA • Welcome

1

The Powder Puff *»««*>
* ***- •»

urs.
, 0 ,0 5:30 M kVTFS 1
Tues. til 8: 30

w wv*- w*
525 Ridge St.

SUMMER SPECIALS
'Sunday ■ Two Fers *oo p.m. 'tii th« fun ends
* Tuesday - Two Fers MM p.m. *«n the tun end.
'Wednesday - Two Fers with Don Coats
9:00 p.m. 'til the fun ends

'Thursday - Ladies Night with Don Coats
'Friday vJ>ance to 50's and 60's
'Saturday/^
with Tymepiece
Daily Lunch Specials • Open Tues. thru Sal. 11 a.m. W the Fun ends
• Open Sunday noon 'tU midnight
352-2587

VISION!
SEE THE GREAT PUT-ONS. OVER
1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

SINGLE
VISION
LENS and
FRAME
•
•
•
•

88

BIFOCAL
LENS
and
FRAME

88

Get the moil carat-il and professional fitting and service
Framw and Lenses from the finest available sources
Unlimited selection of frame styles at the lame price - over 1000 to choose from
Exom priced leporatety
Eye* examined by
Or. Kenneth G. Baker, O.D.
Standard clear glass t 400 to 300 Cyl
All MAJOft CREDIT CAKDS Wf ICOMt

Burlington
Optical INC.

104 S. Main
354-1232

*4

SATURDAYS
SHRIMP & OYSTER BAR HAPPY HOURS
4:00 - 7:00
SHRIMP ■ ONLY 50' EACH
OYSTERS ON 1/2 SHELL • ONLY 25' EACH

SUNDAYS
BREAKFAST BUFFET
11:00-2:00
ALL YOU CAN EAT ONLY'4.95

MILTON S

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY THURSDAY - FRIDAY & SATURDAY
THIS WEEK FEATURING: THE MOVERS

SUNDAY

RESTAURANT EMPLOYEE NITE
If you have ever worked at a restaurant
this Is your NITE!
OtAFT A SHOOTERS PRICED ESPECIALLY FOR YOU!
AND

LIVE JAZZ!!
^a&^Yx^W.-¥;^::::-;-:>:
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Cincinnati
holds
BG's Irish is drafted by Bullets BG tryout camp

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Former Bowling Green basketball star Colin Irish had
waited his entire life for an
opportunity to be drafted by the
National Basketball Association. But due to some untimely
travel arrangements, Irish's
friends and family had known
long before he did that the Washington Bullets nabbed him in the
fifth round of the June 19 draft.
Irish was returning from a
pre-draft camp in New Jersey
on draft day and didn't know
until he called his BGSU roommate from an airport in Buffalo,
N.Y. to discover he was the sixth
pick of the fifth round, the 99th
player taken.
'TE
'm really excited to have
been drafted by the Bullets,"
Irish said. "I feel I have a great
opportunity to make their team.
I think Washington is the type of
team I could fit in with."
It's actually hard to tell what
kind of team the Bullets will
have next season as they
swapped players like little boys
June 27. 1884

with bubble gum cards on draft
day to be tabbed as having the
most successful afternoon of any
NBA team.
Washington made Kentucky
center Mel vin Turpin their first
pick, then dealt him quickly to
the Cleveland Cavaliers for for-

Colin Irish
FOUTS TYPING
You enfoy the sun II do me typing!
EXCELLENT QUALITY' 80-pagecleSSWOrk
Sl.pege-mMters theeie
Cal Mrs Fouls 868-2570

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Band members mtttt 'Of BGSU summer
BnlMWl MTWR. Juno 25-Jury 26. 11:301220 PIMM cal 372-2181 ex 2188 or Mop
by Band office 1010 Music BWg
No Audnlon Nocoeaary'

PLANNED PARENTHOOO
OF NORTHWEST OHIO
820 N Main St BG
Conltdenfiai personal car*
Special Rales lor BGSU students
Convenient Appointments
364 3540

SERVICES OFFERED

SUBS- 16 Varieties
Mini Burgers
'UJrBakimBuM'hukOiify'

ward Cliff Robinson and center
Tim McCormick.
The Bullets were far from
finished as they sent McCormick
and guard Ricky Sobers to the
Seattle Supersonics for veteran
guard Gus Williams.
"All that trading indicates
there will be some changes
made next season in the makeup
of their roster," Irish said.
"Hopefully, I can be a part of
it."
To BG fans, Irish will remembered for his team leadership
and vicious drives to the basket
that usually ended up in two
points and Irish's 6-foot-6, 225
pound frame crashing to the
floor.
In his five-year career (he
was red-shirted with a knee injury in the 1981-82 season) as a
Falcon, Irish scored 1,567 points
and had over 800 rebounds.
His main asset, however, that
many NBA scouts liked about
Irish was his excellent ballhandling skills for man as big as
him. BG head coach John Weinert said Irish was "the finest
passing big man I've coached in

^%f

FREE 32 oz. Pepsi

Expert Typing
neaaonaOH Ralea
352-7306 after 6 30 pm
Typing at Reasonable Ratae
Fast. Accurate, Professional
362-1863

TYPING AND WORD PROCESSINO
Professional equipment
al student prtcM
Nancy 3620808
THINK YOU'RE PACONANT?
FREE TESTS 4 HELP
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL!
HEARTBEAT - 2414131
WOMEN'S CUNIC
Comprehenetve Obatetnca and Gynecology.
Contraceptive Services, Terminations up to 10
waefca, V.O. Tests and Treatment, Pregnancy
iMtmg 241-2471

22 years."
With that ability Irish could
also play as a guard in the NBA.
as a 6-6 forward is a rare breed
in today's game.
Irish came to BG after leading
Cleveland Cathedral Latin High
School to three straight stale
finals, and was named to the
Class AA first team his senior
year. He is the all-time leading
scorer for Cathedral Latin.
Other Mid-American Conference players taken in the draft
were Tim Dillon of Northern
Illinois and John Devereaux of
Ohio University. Dillon went to
the Chicago Bulls as the second
player chosen in the third round,
SOth overall, and Devereaux was
the eighth player taken in the
fourth round, 80th selection
overall, by the San Antonio
Spurs.
Irish was a second-team AllMAC selection this past season,
while Dillon and Devereaux
were first-team picks. Other
graduating BG star David Jenkins was overlooked by the NBA
in the draft, but plans on signing
as a free agent.

by Ted Passante
sporls editor

The Job of 'finding the needle
in a haystack' perfectly fits Cincinnati Reds director of scouting, Gene Bennett.
Bennett and his scouting staff
made their annual stop for a
tryout camp at the University's
Steller Field last Thursday. The
stop was part of a month long
Jaunt to various cities in Ohio,
Kentucky, Michigan and Indiana.
"The odds (of finding a prospect) aren't very good, Bennett
said. "Probably out of the 150
kids trying out, two or three will
make another tryout down in
Cincinnati and one might be
signed."
THE ODDS of making the
"big show," as Bennett calls it,
are even more magnified. Two
players, only first basemen Dan
Driessen and infielder Doug
Flynn have made big contributions for the Reds, making good
on their longshot chances.
"About 10 have made it to
Make Money At Home
For detaas send sett addressed stamped envelope to: PAB, 34765 Lakevkw Of Solon. OH
44138

FIDOLEFi ON THE ROOF
July 13, 14. 16, 17
Kobacker HaJ Box Office
Opene July 2
STUOENTS $1 OFF WITH 1.0.

KISS new 1 hour Dm processing NOW at Ben
Frank*! downtown Bowing Green 110. 128.
136mm & disc al competitive prices Ban
Frank*! 3526219.

WANTED
TankT'sS! 99
Swlmaufts mat arrived $5 1
Women's Apparel WerehouM
816 S Ma«iSt
HAPPY HOURS at SAM B'S
5- 7pm and 1Opm-midnighl
BRING A FRIENDI

Good thru July 31
352-4497

352-9814

F. rmte. to share apt. 8-wk. term. Air conditioned. 1 bdrm . 1 bat. from campus CM 3531594.

WANTED Volunteers to participate In an experiment on the polygraph wu pay selected
volunteers S3 for 1 hr phja a chance to earn
more Please cal Ml Mason 352-4824 or Mr
Raaol 352 91 58 alter 7pm. Males or*, please

30S OFF

HELP WANTED
FOR HIRE
Experienced house sitter w/ references
Avatsbity dale end ol July 352 8388

THUUYSTUOENTS
WITH VAUD IDS ONLY

PERSONALS

Sun. 10-close

DO YOU LOVE MUSK? The Toledo Symphony
needs YOU to sea season aubacrtptlons by
telephone Must have pliesIng voice Oraat
pay, part Urne evening hours Cal Liz alter 12
noon 2448220

S2.00

nMiwiwnoF^N»XMr
Shhh!
88- BREAKFAST
ham, bacon or aaiaapa, 2 eggs
toesl i coflM, Mon.-Frl.
Bam-1 pm only with this ad
Expxes Jury 27. 1884
CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Woosler

FOR SALE
Portable diahwaaher
good condition, beat otter
Evenings. 352 1220

M 7*1*11
ALL SEAT8 ANYTIME

FOR RENT

•1.00
A Rock fc Roll Fable.

ROOM FOR RENT
First block ot Manvae Ave.
Summer and/or 1884-86 school ye
362-8175

MICHAEL
KM

MAIN ST.

SUMMER NIGHTLY SPECIALS

WEDNESDAY: Triple Your
Pleasure
9-11 p.m.
THURSDAY: Our Famous
Plastic Cup Special
9-11 p.m.
FRIDAY:
Drinks and Draft
Specials
9-11 p.m.
SATURDAY:
George
Washington Pitcher
Night
9-11 p.m.
EVERYNIGHT -11-2
Special Price on our "Beer of the Week"
' Dance to your favorite music
' Enjoy sports specials and MTV on our big screen
' Air conditioned for your comfort

MAIN ST.

"Where the Specials Never Stop!"

United Christian FeSowahtp. a Piolestant Ecumenical campus ministry at BGSU la seeking a
hell-time person lor communications a outreach
mMatry We desire an outgoing. organUed.
teJthruf parson with skis in written, visual, &
verbal comrnuntction TNa poaltion wM compsmenl a miniatry ol worship. Christian education.
sodai justice a lesowshlp Send resume to 313
ThuraBn Ave BG. OH 43402 by July 17.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $ie.558-$50.653/yr
Nor Hiring Y xjr ATM,
Cal 805-687-8000 Ext R 9849

LEVI OLYMPIC WEAR

DELIVERY SPECIAL ONLY
We deliver Mon-Sat 4-close

CENTURY LABEL a TAG CO has openings
aval, seing custom packaging to retaHers
Cornmlesion plus benefits S1S-26K Aral year
eammga Cal Mr George Henry 352-7529

Caring volunteers needed 3 hours weekly.
Wood County Humane Society 352-7339

Jeans 5 Things 631 Ridge SI
Open tonight til 6 pm

With the purchase of any two subs.
Limit: Two FREE drinks

the big show, but Danny and
Doug stand out," Bennett said.
Driessen has been with the
Reds since 1974, and was part of
the "Big Red Machine'^ glory
years from 1974 to 1977.
FLYNN, meanwhile, was with
the Reds during those years, but
was later traded to the New
York Mets in the deal that
brought Tom Seaver to Cincinnati. Flynn is currently with the
Montreal Expos.
Unfortunately for baseball
scouts, signing prospects Isn't
very cut-and-dry. Because
tryouts are open to 16 year olds
and up, many prospects haven't
been eligible for the baseball
draft yet and cannot be signed.
Cincinnati wasn't the only
team to benefit from the tryout
camp, as Bowling Green head
baseball coach EdPlatzer had a
chance to look at prospects.
"The camp is great because it
gives the kids a chance to see the
University and Its' campus,"
Platzer said. "They also get to
see the facility and that helps us
in recruiting.''

IftBEERoiFlREl

B-1

2 bdrm. apt*, lor Fal
Close to campus Cal 352 7454 btwn 9am
12 noon or 823- 7665

AT T SO ft
1 15

Q

NEWMENCI
featuring many new items and lower prices
HAPPY HOURS
5-7 PM & 10 PM-MID

303 S. Proepect 4 bdrm houM, $450 mo S
uH
Scott Hamilton 8 High. SI50/pereon/mo a uM
4th I Ugh: 4 bdrm SlSO'peraon/mo 1 util
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260
4 bdrm house a Metis NOW or tor las
362-7464
CARTY RENTALS 352-7385
830 N Summit-Apt #C
2 bdrm apt loraetudants $125 each person
plus electric (2 semester mdwduel leasesl
Need male > female students to m apartments
> housM lor school year 84-86 (2 semester
individual
Single rooma lor male etudents
(2 semester leasea )
352-7385 CARTY RENTALS
2 or 3 F. miles needed lor upcoming year.
MM apt. 8 close to campus Inexpensive!
Contact us through Newtove Realty 352 5620
FREE cable. All utilities paM by owner. 2
bdrm. luKy rum. apts. Only MM a month.

Cad 352-4|aa.
1 upper (1 yr. or longer leaae) 4 1 lower (9 mo.
lease) 2 bdrm. duptaxM w/ private entrances
Both nicely lum Off street parking Married
grad student or faculty 352-1820

EAST WOOSTER at STATE STREET

353-8735

Fum. otllc complete with cable TV
ALL UTILITIES PAID. Short term leases
$265/mo lor 1. SI 76 M. tor 2.
Cal 364-3182 or 362-1520

one I
Sir

^»

Open 5:30-Midnight
every night!

Located in the lower
level of Harshman Quad.
-COUPON-

Free beverage with
the purchase of
any food item.
Expires July 27, 1984

Try us - We deliver smiles!

